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Blog Post 1:

During our last class I was introduced to the aesthetic and architectural importance of the
hexagon. Through its consistent use of the shape, nature has taught us that the hexagon (usually
in the form of a hexagonal pattern) allows for some of the most efficient and effective designs.
Oblivious to this fact before, I was blown away by the variations in which scientists observe
structures using this pattern. It appears in numerous mediums. Intrigued but not yet informed, I
set out to read more on why this phenomenon occurs and how we can use it to inspire the
man-made products we make in the future.

We see hexagonal patterns everywhere! The most commonly given examples are
honeycomb,  dragonfly eyes, turtle shells, snowflakes and bubble walls. The base understanding
of why this often occurs comes down to, as I mentioned earlier, efficiency. As I learned while
reading Philip Ball’s article, Why Nature Prefers Hexagons, the hexagon is the shape that easily
fills any space with a repeating pattern using the least amount of border/wall material. In cases of
physical construction, this is why we see animals make structures using this pattern. But I
realized it was deeper than this. We see hexagonal patterns in natural structures that were not
made by any semi conscious automata. So how does the universe lead to these instances. Well, as
one could predict today, it all comes down to the laws of physics.  Although it manifests in
different ways, physical necessity dictates how the world looks. On the more macro level for
example, we see the hexagonal bubble patterns form as a consequence of minimizing surface
tension. And on the micro scale, we can credit the carbon atom. As we see 6 carbon atoms
bonded together in a hexagonal pattern within many different molecular structures.

With the technology we have today, all of this seems quite explicable however there are
still naturally occurring hexagonal mysteries. The most famous of these is a giant hexagon cloud
formation that sits atop Saturn’s north pole. Currently, this instance of geometry does not have an
obvious explanation. Although scientific mystery is becoming more niche as we expand the
human breadth of knowledge, the hexagonal structure question has been around for a long time.
The why is now better understood but it’s been years of careful thought before true microscopic
observations could be made. Written in the early 1900s, Growth and Form by D'Arcy Wentworth
Thompson exhibits this by writing about how we were just learning to credit the laws of physics
as the designer behind nature's perfect geometry. He wrote about how the average biologist:
“When he meets with a simple geometrical construction, for instance in the honeycomb, he
would fain refer it to psychical instinct, or to skill and ingenuity, rather than to the operation of
physical forces of mathematical laws.” I, a current scholar of the subject, am impressed by the
intellectual progress we’ve made in this regard.

After exploring this subject in a design course, it's important to note the ways in which
we can use this knowledge to improve the work we are doing today. The main takeaway from the
hexagonal pattern idea is that we can minimize the amount of material used in production lines.
As a primarily digital designer I rarely would benefit from this concept but I think the positives
should be considered while partaking in physical design workflows. I imagine its effectiveness in



packaging items. I did find evidence of people utilizing the hexagon today in everything from
graphic design to residential architecture – which I found more fascinating. A pseudorandom
internet entity, Carl James, shared construction blueprints for a sustainable hexagonal home on
his blog. The building will maximize space while minimizing material cost. This idea is just the
beginning of a profound ‘science x design’ moment on the brink of expansion. Seeing the way
that this single design element from nature’s portfolio can make such a difference, I am craving
more natural design principles.
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Blog Post 2:

Since our last class, I’ve been traveling. I’m on a road trip; constantly shifting locations
and seeing new groups of people. Along the human highway I’ve begun to notice the similarities
and differences between the groups of people I interact with. Although I haven’t been on the road
too long and our lecture was just two days ago, I’ve seen how universally we connect. And,
eventually, in the fractalian nature of our universe, I began to think about what else might bond
how human beings bond– carbon. Using the ideas from our previous two weeks of lecture I
wanted to explain how I got here.

I believe that human beings are much like carbon molecules. Well, of course we are made
of a lot of carbon molecules but let’s think slightly more macro. We as individuals can easily
bond with one another if we are put in the right moment. Of course there are things that separate
us from one another but one observes that with carbon molecules as well. There are other
elements in the way that may prevent us from bonding. But if necessary, human beings can most
often come together. These bonds between people may not always be the strongest bonds (as we
see with covalent bonds via this analogy) but there is usually a way to connect with others. Those
of us that do stay close together and connect form “communities” that I like to think of as
hexagonal. We each belong in our own carbon molecule hexagon I suppose, fitting together with
others nicely.

I had fun making this connection between carbon molecules and human social dynamics
but I wanted to move on. Consequently, I began to think about all the things I learned about
bread, a product that, ironically, humans bond over. Away from home and unable to bake in an
oven, I stopped along the side of the road and picked up a voluminous load of sourdough. I
didn’t expect a loaf of bread from the average supermarket to feel as fresh as this did. Pulling
apart the bread I watched a piece slowly lose hold of the rest of the loaf. Seeing how stuck it, I
thought about how much gluten it must contain. Naturally occuring in the process of bread
making, gluten acts as a sort of glue for wheat products. I decided to look up what the chemical
composition of gluten was. Unsurprisingly, I saw that the base of the molecule is a 6-carbon
benzene ring. No wonder these molecules are able to stick to others so easily. I documented
images of the bread below. The larger holes in this slice of the bread exhibit how actively the
yeast was able to ferment the earlier sugar content. If oxygen is available then yeast performs
aerobic respiration during the fermentation process. Carbon dioxide is produced as a byproduct.
This gas is trapped inside the bread while the gluten compounds allow the bread to stretch,
creating the air bubbles .

The question of: “How different would this loaf be if it were made using GMO wheat?”
Brought me to my requested research on GMO corn and wheat. I quickly learned that there are
few varieties of GMO corn on the market and zero GMO wheat products approved for
commercial use in the United States. The only type of GMO corn we often see is called Bt-corn.
These crops are genetically modified to express a gene that codes for a Bt protein normally found
in a soil bacterium called Bacillus thuringiensis. The gene and its complementary genes that



allow for its expression prevent the European and southwestern corn borer from ruining crops.
This is an example of using GMOs instead of insecticides. There is plenty of potential for GMO
wheat to have similar, arguably positive outcomes.

It was refreshing to make some connections with all the material that we’ve covered. I
hope to continue doing assignments like this in the future as it has allowed me to better
understand every element of our discussions with more context (even the subjects I failed to
mention).
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Blog Post 3:

As assigned this week, I brewed some kombucha right in my own kitchen. Before setting
out to make my own brew, I wanted to know the why. Why is it important for me to watch this
process? Why is kombucha worth making? Why is it worth drinking? There’s lots of talk about
fermented foods and how they may help improve your health but I had to find out what scientific
studies have proved this true. And more specifically, I wanted to learn if kombucha is
particularly good for us. I did some research.

One of the first things I found out was that kombucha does indeed have scientifically
proven benefits. As published by the National Library of Medicine, kombucha consumption can
improve liver function, reduce inflammation, and reduce intestinal dysbiosis (restabilize gut
microbiota). This is big. In recent years, we have discovered that intestinal health and overall
well being is heavily dictated by our gut microbes. A good start to my learning but I wanted
some numbers! I next stumbled upon a New York Times article reporting on a study that was
done to see the effects of fermented foods on immune health. Inevitably, I selfishly wanted to
know if implementing my gross homemade tea concoction into my diet would make me less
prone to falling ill. The study had two groups of people try to incorporate new foods in their
diets. Half of the participants ate more fruits and vegetables (a.k.a. more fiber) and the other half
ate more fermented foods (including kombucha). The results were less exciting than I wanted
them to be. After the ten week study, neither group saw better immune health. However, the
fermented foods group had seen a reduction in inflammatory compounds and a more diverse gut
microbiome, affirming what I had read about earlier and in other parts of my research.

The medical information about fermented foods gave me something to look forward to. A
more diverse microbiome has been linked to lower rates of obesity, Type 2 diabetes, and other
illnesses. Additionally, it turns out that the microbes in your gut are to thank for a lot of your joy
as well. The “little critters” living inside you are the only thing in your body that allow for the
conversion of essential nutritional compounds (Tryptophan, Tyrosine, etc) to be converted into
serotonin, melatonin, and dopamine. If kombucha allows my body to execute these processes
more efficiently, I could literally feel more joy. Subsequent to learning this I read a Forbes article
reporting that kombucha sales in the United States are higher than ever – a fact I glossed over
because it came as no surprise. People want to be happy and fermented foods supposedly hold
the secret. How fascinating, microbes on the exterior of ourselves convert sugar into other
compounds but inside us they contribute to the creation of what I would like to consider
metaphorical sugars, the hormones of happiness.

At this point I was convinced, I had to begin making my own. Starting later than I
expected, I spent my Thursday evening setting up my brew. The first mission was finding a
container big enough for the SCOBY I ordered. I ended up with a 2 liter jar – half the size I
wanted. Apparently little is known about the contents of most of the microorganisms within
SCOBYs and how they contribute to the fermentation process. I felt like my little bacterial
culture was no exception. A little mystery combination of yeast and bacteria working together.
Note that this is unlike other fermented products as usually one microbial being becomes



dominant. Anyway, I tried my best to document the process of brewing while staying clean and
organized. I bought an exorbitant amount of organic tea and after properly steeping it, I put in a
ton of sugar (1 cup) and my SCOBY (which was disgusting by the way). My roommate Andrew
was extra enthusiastic about my trying this, as pictured. Tonight, Sunday, my brew is still not
where it should be. I expect to wait another few days and see some interesting results. 0
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Blog Post 4:

To start this week’s blog post I sat down and tried to recall all the topics we’ve discussed
since the beginning of our course. With the midterm soon approaching this seemed like the best
way to ensure that I knew what had drawn my attention the most. After writing down what I
knew, I looked back a bit on our previous series of blog posts to check what I had forgotten. I
found out that more recent topics like plastics and noise pollution were nearly forgotten or barely
remembered. Using what I had on my paper I filled in some of the “blanks” and made a network
of my ideas in memory.

The process led to the creation of this diagram:

At first it seemed as if choosing to dive into any topic for research would lead me down
an endless inwoven series of rabbit holes. However, I soon realized that it was only a matter of
setting my center focus and picking what I was most curious about. Mycelium.

Currently I am working on a personal product design project for a new portfolio which I
will use for somewhat of a job application. One of the things I would like to make is a project



proposal for a sneaker or shoe box made entirely out of biodegradable material. After being
given a brief introduction to mycelium constructive alternatives in class I am excited to explore
what opportunities for material look like in this field.

To begin this process I began researching the basics of mycelium in order to completely
understand the basis of my own idea. Mycelium is a fungi much like yeast, yet is uniquely
multicellular. Like yeast, it is able to break down sugars in its environment as food, usually
however mycelium is able to extract these molecules from naturally occurring materials like
wood. Additionally, the multicellular element of mycelium allows it to form larger
human-perceivable structures over time. In many cases, this manifests as the mushroom but if
directed properly, we can create guided grown products using special techniques. Today, this
technology already exists as a biodegradable replacement for plastics and other destructive
human-made substances.

Now I wanted to know more about the availability of these supposed commercially used
mycelium fibers. It turns out that the first commercially available microfiber mycelium material
came about around 2006 when a small company, Ecovative made it available. Today, the
company is still one of the leading manufacturers. I read a Plastic Pollution Coalition article,
including an interview with one of Ecovative’s co-founder’s, that outlines the creation process
for their mycelium materials. Apparently, other companies will grow sheets of the mycelium
mass on a liquid medium and then destroy the extra cells. Essentially, feeding the fungus until
the desired thickness is accumulated then destroying its source of nutrients so that it will no
longer grow.

All this left me wondering how tangible using such grown fibers in manufacturing
packages, clothes, and especially sneakers is. I sought out a unique case study in the form of a
current fashion company called MycoWorks. After reading about their work in an article and
taking a look at their website, I was thoroughly impressed. Something was off though, their main
fabric product Reishi sounded familiar – it was the same thing we saw in class. I had to do more
digging. Sure, I could propose a shoe modeled with mycelium Reishi but was that the only
option? After some more research, I realized that it was hard to find other individuals or
companies also exploring the fashionable future of mycelium. The closest thing I found was
another, more academic, clothing attempt from designer, Angela Hoitink in collaboration with
Karin Vlug. The loose ends of my knowledge make me excited to dive more into this midterm.
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Blog Post 5:

Last week, we were lucky enough to be given some time to enjoy the occurrence of the Chinese
New Year. Through a collaborative event hosted by our professor, Victoria Vesna, we were able
to learn more about this upcoming year, our personal zodiacs, and unexpectedly were given some
time to reflect and meditate.

This upcoming year, is the year of the Tiger, an animal which, according to the Zodiac,
embodies the qualities of bravery, confidence and strong will. Supposedly, these are the personal
elements of ourselves that we should utilize in the coming months. I have an admiration for the
culture surrounding birth years and zodiac signs. Such a practice encourages intergenerational
bonding, self confidence, and a necessary sense of self for those who are lost. All these benefits
are great, but I don’t actually partake in this belief system. The qualities imposed upon me seem
to place a box on my personality and overall sense of self. As a normal, ever evolving individual
I cannot see the value of this in my life. That being said, what stood out most to me was the
encouragement of mindfulness from one of Vesna’s colleagues.

The entire group on Zoom was guided through a breath-based meditation. What an
important moment. I used to be far more into meditation than I am now and the surprise pause on
everything in my life was amazing.

I dove into my research on mycelium made packaging and began working on a
presentation for an originally designed mycelium fiber based shoe box. Titling the project
“Nature’s Shoe Box”, I wanted to make sure the entirety of my imagined product could be made
efficiently, effectively, and organically. I discovered that, currently, mycelium composite is being
explored as a possible alternative to classic construction materials when it comes to full scale
architecture. When used this way the process for creating mycelium composite is quite simple.
Essentially, a fungal culture is grown on top of a flat nutritional substrate. The fungal culture will
eventually construct a thick sheet-like fibrous structure. When the sheets are ready (fully grown)
they are pressed and baked in a hot press. The product is a material that can be cut and assembled
with a natural glue to create our compostable shoe box. As I mentioned in previous blog posts,
this process minimizes the excess waste and terminally waste usually expected from package
production.



Animals, like us, are carbon based life forms, enduring the natural environment on every
scale from molecular to galactic. This being said, the plethora of topics we’ve covered so far
(hexagonal structure, wheat, water, yeast, microbiomes, symbiosis, mycelium, fermentation, and
plastics) all influence their daily lives. Depending on the organism of course the effects of these
different topics differ but still there are connections to be made. For the purpose of connecting
this project’s influence to “animals” I would like to acknowledge the large number of items in
our oceans that are due to the way we package. As the EPA’s most recent published data says, we
put 30,470,000 tons of paper, paperboard, glass, steel, aluminum, plastics, wood, and small
amounts of other materials in the landfill every year. This small idea of creating decomposable,
possibly beneficial packages could have a massive impact on the natural habitat of numerous
species.
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Blog Post 6:

When we were initially told that our in-person class time was going to be spent walking
around campus, I was not too excited. I admit I had an apprehension to such an activity because
in the state that I was in – stressed, overwhelmed, unhappy. The idea of not using my time
“productively” (in the classic sense) was upsetting. Reflecting on this, I realized that I was just
stuck in a bit of a spiral. I hadn’t been in my normal mindful practices and my mind was always
moving too fast. Now, I believe that this time of somewhat aimless wandering was exactly what I
needed.

With our destinations kept in mind, Migle, Nikolai, and I made our way around South
Campus. For us, the first stop was the botanical garden. We allowed Migle to attempt leading the
way, given that Nikolai and I were more familiar with campus, we figured Migle’s intuition
would be the most organic. Eventually we found our way there. I encouraged the two others to
partake in an activity I do every time I find myself there. We meandered down the cement paths
and through the vegetation to the murky creek that sits at the base of the garden. Once there we
dropped our feet off of the low bridge. Usually, the turtles in the creek grow curious and start
nibbling at your feet. Sadly, while we were there they were less enthusiastic. The turtles were out
of the water and laying in the sun – just watching us. Regardless, we had an insightful
conversation about friendships and those we’d lost in the past few years. Our mindfulness, likely
due to the lack of responsibilities we had during that time. Eventually, we recognized the amount
of time we’d spent there and started on our way to our next predetermined destination – Room
3420 at Boelter Hall.

All three of us being Design Media Arts majors made South Campus slightly more
difficult to navigate. I had been to our destination on a tour once before so I attempted to lead the
way. Though I was not the ideal guide, we made it there just fine. I hadn’t remembered the last
time I saw the space so looking at it again felt surreal. “The internet was connected for the first
time in this room” Nikolai said as we all looked in expected awe at the space. We wondered
when they realized that the moment was worth memorializing. Did they move all the furniture
back where it had been when they found out? We couldn’t know but it was sure entertaining to
ponder. Slowly, we found our way out of the building and back onto the Math-Sciences quad and
took a breath of fresh air.

We walked across the way and into the Geology building where the next planned
spectacle awaited. As instructed by Professor Vesna, we found ourselves heading toward the
meteorite gallery. I had been there before but I had forgotten what it was like. Coincidentally, I
found myself fascinated by the other geodes on display in the hallway. “These came from
space!” I exclaimed before Migle reminded me that we were just in a geology building that had
plenty of non galactic rocks. So, I showed up to the meteorite gallery embarrassed. Luckily, we
met with Taylor, Patton, and Amie there and got caught up in conversation. This allowed me to
forget about my silly remark earlier. I was intrigued by the patterns that were found in the
sampled meteorites. It was yet another time I could not believe that nature engineered things so



perfectly. The perfect geometric shapes, intricate patterns, and sleek appearance of everything
there blew my mind. I wanted to stay for ages but Migle and Nikolai reminded me that we still
had one more location to find before our time ran out: “Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences”.
Unsure of what this meant we found some cited location in the link that was inside the Math
Sciences building.

Our search for this unknown spot got us lost. Making rounds on every floor we found
ourselves on the seventh floor of what we think was the Math Sciences building. We were only
unsure because at some point we crossed an external bridge between structures. Here, we were
upon some of the most interesting research labs I could conjure. Without proper labels to the
space I couldn’t know exactly where we were but I could infer. We were surrounded by ways that
emerging computational devices could improve research in several different fields. One of which
was, coincidentally, microscopy. We wandered around these floors for what seemed like an hour
before realizing we had ten minutes to get back for TC’s show.



Blog Post 7:

Part 1.

When I first saw that I was prompted to make connections between artificial mycelium
growth (my research interest) and plasma, dust, or space I was overwhelmed. How could there
possibly be a place for fungus in space? With my first bit of research I eliminated my doubts.
Fungal growth in outer space is not only a science fiction story.

Mycologist Paul Stamets has been researching how we may use fungi in future space
travel for years. This field of interest is now referred to as astromycology. There is a belief that in
the future we may be able to use fungi to terraform other planets and provide food for space
travelers. Currently, Stamets and others are discovering more and more about how this would
work. In the diverse natural array of fungal types there seems to be fungi that can find nutrients
in nearly anything. A different fungus for every naturally occurring substrate. The mystery is,
does this idea transfer on into the interplanetary? When this question was posed to me, I was
dumbfounded as to how researchers planned on figuring this out. But the solution was answered
in dust.

Using found regolith as a model (asteroid dust) multiple teams have composed synthetic
versions of what may be similar to the surface of Mars (just a bunch of regolith). Using their
synthetic regolith, they have been able to test which fungal species most deeply grows into this
substrate. I figure the substrate a fungus would grow through isn’t the only factor in bringing
fungi to other planets. I begin to imagine that the species or culture we would take would have to
be pretty durable – surviving the most extreme temperatures and pressure conditions. Perhaps
experimenting with exposing fungi to plasma may be necessary. There are some studies being
done in this field yet I find myself unable to comprehend their implications without context.
Inevitably feeling lost just by reading their respective abstracts. I’m fascinated by the idea of us
bringing fungus to other places around the universe and I can’t wait to learn more as this field
becomes more mainstream and accessible.

Part 2.
This past week’s class time has brought me some of my most novel experiences. We

spent our Tuesday reminding ourselves of the beauty in SCOBYs. With the privilege of touching
and taking home a piece of Professor Vesna’s large pandemic-grown cultures, I began to
comprehend the possibilities of naturally grown artwork. Some of these organic disks were larger
than my head. Given that during my final project I hope to make something out of mycelium
grown in a substrate, I was able to abandon some of my worry about the scale I would be able to
work in.

Following this activity, Patton, Nikolai, and I collected some magnetic dust around
campus. With the context of my research above, I now wonder if some of it was regolith.
Regardless, this mindless scanning of campus rooftops gave me some time to practice



mindfulness and notice details of campus I hadn’t before. The product of this being my new
regular visits to the top of the Math Sciences Building – a place I feel small and the world feels
grand.

And lastly, I would love to share my experience in the plasma lab with Professor
Gekelman. Although I had no previous interest in what plasma was or how it behaved, I was
enthralled by Gekelman’s studies. Having no expectations, I was blown away by the
demonstration of the large plasma laser – I couldn’t stop asking questions. Gekelman told me it
costs about $10,000 dollars worth of electricity a day to run the lab. A number that still has me
bewildered when remembering the small space in which we were bending under pipes and
shuffling around loose computer wires. I believe the most fascinating part about the massive
cylindrical machine was how hand built it was and how obvious that was. Usually, you expect an
engineering feat so great to look clean and finished but instead this colorful oddly shaped
contraption looked like a machine in a Miyazaki film. Regardless, it got me in touch with the
grand scale that the human mind has the power to manifest on. I’m so grateful for my time there.
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Blog Post 8:

I was later to class than I had intended so I met the group right outside the California
Nanosystems Institute. Having done prior research, I along with others, was confused why we
were here. The organizations operating in the building do a lot of specific research and
experimental engineering with the intention of assisting outside entities – the majority of this
being in the medical field. I had to stretch my imagination particularly far in order to envision
how this would be relevant to us, designers and artists.

Before my doubts could evolve any further we were met out front by a grad student
researcher named Sam Lilak, who said he’d be a tour guide while we were there. After a brief
introduction, Sam took us down to the basement (B level) where he said the microscopes were
housed. Apparently, Professor Vesna had asked for us to be shown the multiple microscopes
available in the facility. Ah, now I get it, I thought. How expected of us, these tools likely
produce fascinating visual images and also could possibly assist some of us with our final
projects.

Interestingly, we were informed that the microscopes were housed in the lowest level of
the building on bedrock because here we observe the lowest level of vibration and movement –
an important aspect of small scale imaging. Subsequently we were shown these working
microscopes themselves, beginning with the scanning electron microscope – a well tested
common system that is apparently open for use with a proper onboarding process. And then we
were introduced to the tools that Sam currently uses for research, mainly the scanning probe
microscope. Using a small gold tip Sam’s team is able to sculpt molecules and create accurate
visuals of molecular compositions. Such a precise process yet the machine looks so homemade
as he and his peers use tin foil to insulate the system.

With some advice from Ivana, I have decided to make my mycelium shoebox from one cohesive
piece of mycelium. To do this I will soon need to create a mold and fill it with my substrate. So
far, I have only just ordered a grow kit in order to do this. Later this week I will taking this idea
and filter it, and allow it to evolve. A lot of this will be a product of conversation with my
partner, Nikolai.





Blog Post 9:

Since in-person instruction began our class has taken on a new shape. We have had more
room to explore, more freeform education, and now more time to work on our final projects.
Although untraditional, this experience has been beneficial for my development as an artist and
designer. It’s given me more time to find my niche in the science x design subculture. And
additionally I haven’t stopped making connections between the things we’ve been learning about
– as exhibited above.

Part 2:

Sustainable Shoes
Project Proposal by Nikolai Garcia and Henry Barbera

Mission statement:

The ultimate objective of our final project for DMA 160 is to find a potential solution to the
unsustainable flaws within product design. For this design case study, we will focus on
revising/reinventing the fabrication process of pop sneakers to produce a net-positive
environmental impact. We’re done with the false virtue signaling from larger corporations in an
attempt to fool consumers into believing that they are making a difference. No more fancy cash
grabs. No bullshit. Mad transparent.
______________________________________________________________________

Elevator Pitch Problem:

Product manufacturing and sales have never had to care about sustainability until it began to
affect their profit margins via the will of the “woke” consumer.

______________________________________________________________________

Research Topics:

Production Line:

We will begin our research process by examining the current way that sneakers are designed and
subsequently produced. Through the examination of popular sneaker brands’ production lines we



will find the ways in which waste is produced. With this newfound knowledge, we may create a
list of issues and begin to solve them with our following research in materials science.

Materials Science:

After the issues in production have been discovered and isolated we will begin looking into the
materials that may serve as solutions.

For example we have already begun looking at:

Alternative Materials:

SCOBY Leather
Mycelium Leather
Vegan Suede
Algae foam
Rice rubber
Yellow Dent corn Rubber
Burel
Recycled cork (wine bottles)
Merino wool
Upcycled wool cloth
Vegan Nylon
Hemp
(Sugar cane, coconut husks,

Dyes:

Algae
Turmeric
Pomegranate

______________________________________________________________________

Target demographic:

Anyone with feet who cares about earth.

______________________________________________________________________

Roles:



Nikolai: Research, 3D model sculpting
Henry: Research, 3D model texturing, Web Dev

Sample Web Design


